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Basic syntax - verbs and arguments 
Week 8 - 3/12 - 3/14/24 

Linguistics 460/560 - The Structure of Itunyoso Triqui 
Christian DiCanio 

 
1. Basic word order 
 
(1) The word order of Itunyoso Triqui is VSO, but this is mediated by information structural 

constraints. When the NP is the question under discussion, it must occur in the preverbal 
position and not post-verbally. 

  
(2) VS(O) word order is very common in Otomanguean languages and so is pre-verbal focus.  
 
(3) Pre-verbal focus appears to be a feature in every Mixtecan language that has been 

studied, e.g. in Copala Triqui (Hollenbach, 1992), Chalcatongo Mixtec (Macaulay, 1996), 
Alacatlatzala Mixtec (Zylstra, 1991), Yoloxóchitl Mixtec (DiCanio et al., 2018). 

 
(4) General pattern of word order in Itunyoso Triqui simple clauses. Bold = required. 
 
(Adv1) (Focus/Topical NP) Verb (Adv2) Subj.NP (Obj.NP) (Addressee/Recipient) (Locative) 
 
(5) While certain types of adverbs may occur between the verb and the subject, nothing else 

is permitted to intercede between the verb and the subject, both of which are minimally 
required in a Triqui clause. 

 
(6) There is one exception to a subject being required - the verb to rain does not require one. 
 

  

Chapter 12: Verbs and simple sentences
Christian DiCanio

March 3, 2024

1 Word order

The basic word order of Triqui sentences is VSO (Verb Subject Object), but this is mediated
by information structure. Noun phrases under narrow or contrastive focus appear pre-
verbally with no special morphophonological marking on them. In-situ focus is not permitted
– focus requires noun phrases to be in the pre-verbal position in Itunyoso Triqui. Thus, we
observe VSO word order in Example (1a), SVO word order in (1b), and OVS word order in
(1c).

(1) a. Ki3-ranj4
perf-buy

sinh3

child
ngo2
one

cha3tan3

pineapple.
‘The child bought a pineapple’

b. Sinh3

child
ki3-ranj4
perf-buy

ngo2
one

cha3tan3

pineapple.
‘The child bought a pineapple’
(answer to ‘Who bought a pineapple?’)

c. Ngo2
one

cha3tan3

pineapple
ki3-ranj4
perf-buy

sinh3

child
‘The child bought a pineapple’
(answer to ‘What did the child buy?’)

These patterns are fairly typical among Otomanguean languages. Most Otomanguean
languages have a default VSO word order (Lillehaugen, 2020) and non-verb-final word order
is an areal feature of Mesoamerica as a linguistic area, more generally (Campbell et al.,
1986) (see also Dryer (2013) for a sampling of languages within the area). Noun phrases and
locative phrases under focus may appear pre-verbally (Lillehaugen, 2020). At the time of
writing, pre-verbal focus appears to be a feature in every Mixtecan language that has been
studied, e.g. in Copala Triqui (Hollenbach, 1992), Chalcatongo Mixtec (Macaulay, 1996),
Alacatlatzala Mixtec (Zylstra, 1991), Yoloxóchitl Mixtec (DiCanio et al., 2018), etc.

Much less is written about the syntax of topical phrases or adverbial phrases relative
to the clause across Otomanguean languages. Topic in Itunyoso Triqui is marked with an

overt particle, be4, which topicalizes the following noun phrase. These topical phrases always
occur pre-verbally, just like focused noun phrases. As described in the chapter on parts of
speech, adverbs are also usually pre-verbal, though they may appear after objects as well.

With the exception of adverbs, nothing may intercede between the verb and its following
subject, nothing may intercede between the subject and the object, and, with three-place
predicates, nothing may intercede between the object and the recipient/addressee. These
orders are fairly fixed, as we observe in the flat order below:

(Adverb1) (Focus/Topic) Verb (Adverb2) Subject (Object) (Addressee/Recipient)
(Locative)

The types of adverbs and adverbial phrases that may occur initially in the pre-verbal
position is fairly open, here marked as Adverb1. The adverbs that may occur post-verbally
between the verb and subject is rather restricted though and are marked as Adverb2. A Triqui
clause minimally consists of a verb alongside subject marking. The subject may consist of
a full NP or a clitic pronoun. As described in the chapter on clitic/person morphology,
pronouns consist of two classes: (1) speech act participant markers (1s, 2s, 1p, 3top)
which modify the tonal, vocalic, and glottal features on the final syllable of a root and (2)
all other pronominal forms (mostly 3rd person) which do not modify the tonal, vocalic, or
glottal features on roots. We can refer to the former as tonal clitics, whereas the latter have
more prototypical clitic-like features. Like classical clitics (cf. Zwicky, 1977), both types of
Triqui clitics freely attach to words of any part of speech (including adverbs, prepositions,
and conjunctions). Unlike classical clitics though, tonal clitics modify the shape of the stem
where they occur. A perfectly licit Triqui clause may consist of only an inflected verb, e.g.
Nneh4 ‘We are sitting’, where person is marked with a tonal clitic.

In a few cases, a subject may be missing. Impersonal verbs like ‘rain’ do not require an
overt subject in Itunyoso Triqui, but all other verbs must contain overt subject marking.
Example (2) shows an utterance lacking an overt subject marker.

(2) Ta3
This

nga13
when

k-a3chi1hi1
perf-begin

k-a3manh3

perf-rain
‘Because of this, it began to rain.’

(Line 22, Cuento de San Isidro y la lluvia; 6/15/2015; Marcelina Cruz Merino
and Nieves López González)

2 Clauses with intransitive verbs

Examples of sentences with overt subjects and intransitive verbs are given below in (3a -
3d). A possible subject in Itunyoso Triqui may be a tonal clitic, as in (3b) and (3d). This
is possible when the speech act participant clitics (1s, 2s, 1p) apply to the stem, altering
its tone and laryngeal features. In conversations though, most speakers will terminate an
utterance with a term of address for the interlocutor, e.g. compadre, comadre, terms of
respect; and/or with one of the dozens of final particles indicating the speech act type (see
chapters on parts of speech and pragmatics for a discussion). In Copala Triqui, the use of a
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(7) Some examples of sentences with intransitive verbs - note that all require a subject. 
 

  
 
2. Non-finite verb constructions 
 
(8) Most verbs in Itunyoso Triqui are finite - they must occur with subject marking. This 

even applies to multi-verb constructions. Note that 'begin to buy'  in the example below 
requires a subject for both verbs ~ "they began they bought." 

 

 
(9) There are a few exceptions to this - the verbs 'go' and 'come' can be unmarked for person 

in purposive constructions, e.g. 'went to see', 'came to tell you.' 
 
(10) Ka³hanj² ki²-nunh² tu³hba³ nne³² ta³ nga¹³ni² na²-sih² 
 PERF.go POT-wash.1P mouth water DEM then  ITER.POT-arrive.1P 
 'We went to wash ourselves at this spring, and then we will come back.' 
 
 Line 81, Derechos de mujeres triqui, 6-9-15; Nieves López Guzmán and Carmen López 

González. 
 
(11) Ki³-hyaj³=sij³. Ka³-hnah³ koh¹=sij³ be⁴ta³ni². 
 PERF-do=3M PERF-come POT.hit=3M then 
 'He did it. He came to fight/hit then.' 
 
 Line 81, Sobre la guerra de San Martín y Chicahuaxtla, 6-16-15; Crispin Celestino 

Martínez 

final marker/particle is obligatory for all utterances (Hollenbach, 1992). In Itunyoso Triqui,
final particles are optional for certain declarative utterances but otherwise obligatory.

Any other full noun phrase may also occur as a subject, as in (3a) and (3c). With the
exception of post-verbal adverbial modifiers (see the chapter on Parts of Speech, again), no
element may intervene between the verb and the following subject and, for transitive verbs,
between the subject and the object.

(3) a. K-a3hngaj3
perf-burn

ra3haj5.
hand.1s

‘My hand got burned.’
b. A3che43

walk.1s
‘I am walking.’

c. Na3ranh3

gather.together
ngwi31
person

‘The people are gathering.’
d. Ra4hyan43

be.in.hurry.1s
‘I am in a hurry.’

Most verbs in multi-verb constructions require overt subject marking (either with a
pronominal clitic or with a full NP). For instance, in (4), the translation includes an in-
finitival construction, but each verb is marked for subject.

(4) K-a3chi1hi1
perf-begin

nu1kwej1=sij3
pair=3m

ki3-ranj4=sij3
perf-buy=3m

‘They (two male) began to buy (votes).’

(Line 49, El Partido Morena; 06/9/2015; Carmen López González and Nieves López
Guzmán)

There are some cases where subjects may not be marked for subject in multi-verb con-
structions. For instance, no overt subject is marked on the verb ka2hbe3 ‘to be able’ in
(5). This pattern is somewhat similar to auxiliary verb constructions in English, except the
modal here is a verb and it is still marked for aspect. Note that this construction is rather
special for Triqui though – most verbs which take verbal complements as well as the verbs in
subordinate clauses are finite and marked for subject in Triqui grammar. As a result, there
are no infinitival clauses in the language.

(5) Si3
neg.pot

k-a2hbe3
pot-able

ki2-ranj2=sij3
pot-buy=3m

a4ngo43
another

si3-sih1

sweet/candy
‘He can not buy another sweet/candy.’
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are no infinitival clauses in the language.
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(12) It is noteworthy that several Otomanguean languages (Zapotecan) have explicit andative 
(go to do) and venitive (come to do) prefixes on verbs which derive from historical verbs 
of 'go' and 'come' (Beam de Azcona 2022).  

 
(13) It is perhaps noteworthy that we find the loss of subject-marking in precisely the same 

contexts. 
 
3. Transitive verbs and pronominal case 
 
(14) Itunyoso Triqui has three object pronouns that differ from the subject pronouns - only the 

speech act participants have pronouns with default and objective case. For all other 
pronouns, there is no case distinction. 

 
 Default pronouns    Object pronouns 
 1S.SUBJ toggling endoclitic  1S.OBJ  =yunj¹ 
 2S.SUBJ =reh¹ (w/tone changes) 2S.OBJ  =soh¹ 
       (also the 2S.RESP.SUBJ) 
 1P.SUBJ =h (w/tone change)  1P.OBJ  =yunh¹ 
 
(15) The object pronouns are usually only used for direct objects - they are not used to mark 

recipients or anything else. So object pronoun ≠ accusative. 
 
(16) K-a³taj²=sij³ rianj⁴ 
 PERF-say=3M face.1S 
 'He talked to me.' 
 
(17) Ba¹  na³-ru⁴hbej⁴ rian³¹=reh¹  
 already  ITER-pay.1S face=2S 
 'I already paid you.' 
 
(18) Be⁴ toj³  ta³ bin³ ni³ya³² riunh³ 
 TOP little.of  DEM be food face.1P 
 'This is a little of that (which) is the food for us.' 
 
 Line 60, Comida típica en la Concepción Itunyoso, 6-14-15, Elena Eugenia Martínez 
 
(19) Object pronouns in use. 

  

3 Transitive verbs

Except as noted below, transitive verbs minimally consist of a subject and object. Both the
subject and the object may consist of full noun phrases or clitic pronouns (including tonal
clitics). Examples of simple transitives are given in (6 - 8). In Examples (6) and (7), the
subject is marked with a clitic, e.g. ko4ho43 ‘perf.drink’ > ko4hoj4 ‘I drank.’ In Example
(8), the object is marked with a clitic pronoun. In Example (9), both the subject and the
object are marked with clitic pronouns of different types. Distinct object pronouns exist for
only the speech act participant clitics (1s, 2s, 1p). These forms are used only as direct
objects of verbs – they are not used in prepositional phrases or in any other context. The
clitic pronouns for non-speech act participants have no case distinction.

(6) Ki3-riah3=sij3
perf-shoot=3m

cha3to3
rabbit

‘He shot the rabbit.’

(7) Ko4hoj4
perf.drink.1s

ne3sih1

soda
‘I drank soda.’

(8) Kaj3
perf.run.over

ka2min32=yunj1
car=1s.obj

‘The car ran over me.’

(9) Ki3-ni3hya32=soh1

perf-look.at.1s=2s.obj
‘I looked at you.’

(10) Si3
neg

k-oh4

perf-give.1p
cchej32
path/idea

rian32

face
nej3
pl

si4sto43
man

ta3
this

si2
because

nnanj23
this.obv

nga1
with

ni1yah1

nice
u2rua43
very

ra43=sij3
feel=3m

ni2
and

toj3
more

nga1
with

ti3ka3hyunj3=sij3=yunh1

cheat=3m=1p.obj
‘We are not going to tell these men this idea because with this (knowledge), they get
very proud and they cheat us even more.’

(Line 46, Derechos de mujeres triquis; 06/9/2015; Carmen López González and
Nieves López Guzmán)

Example (10) includes a transitive verb, ‘to cheat’, with both a cliticized subject, sij3,
and a cliticized object, yunh1. Since this example is multi-clausal, we observe the use of
the 3rd person masculine subject pronoun clitic as coreferential with the noun phrase nej3
si4sto43 ta3 ‘those men’ in the first clause.

When they are backgrounded, animate direct objects are realized with clitic pronouns
(=chuj3 is used for animals and the corresponding personal pronouns are used for humans).
However, backgrounded inanimate direct objects are obligatorily omitted in Itunyoso Triqui.
In example (11) for instance, the speaker is discussing the mythology about an eagle with
two heads from the town of Cuquila which will take food offerings. Neither transitive verb
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(20) Whereas animate entities must have an overt pronoun specified in Itunyoso Triqui (=chuj³ 
for animals or other pronouns for people), inanimate entities that are objects of transitive 
verbs are obligatorily omitted. 

 

 
 
(21) There is no pronoun for it. These are all omitted in Triqui. 
 
(22) Ki³-hya⁴³ ngo² beh³.   
 PERF-do.1S one house. 
 'I made/constructed a house.' 
 
 yyej¹³,   ba¹  ki³-ni³hinj⁵ 
 yes,  already  PERF-see/know.1S 
 'Yes, I saw it.' 
 
(23) An animate entity can be omitted as an object if the gender is unknown to the speaker. 
 

 
 
(24) Here, a man is secretly looking for the person who is making tortillas for him (a mystical 

dog, as it turns out). 
 
4. Verbs with more than two arguments 
 
(25) Recipients and benefactives are both marked with oblique arguments in Triqui, by use of 

a relational noun or preposition. In other words, there are no true indirect objects. 
 
(26) Recipients are marked with rian³² 'face'. This extends both to speak and give verbs. 

Benefactives are usually marked with kwe⁴nta⁴³ 'for' (from Spanish cuenta). 
 
 

here co-occurs with a direct object – the previously mentioned referent (the food) is omit-
ted. Omission is obligatory here in Itunyoso Triqui – there is no inanimate pronoun in the
language. Mixtec languages retain an inanimate pronoun in these contexts, e.g. Yoloxóchitl
Mixtec (Castillo García, 2007; Palancar et al., 2016), but these are absent in both Copala
Triqui (Hollenbach, 1992, 188) and Itunyoso Triqui.

(11) Ngo2yun1

At.once
ki2-ta3ha32=chuj3
pot-grab=anim

ni2
and

a3ta3=chuj3
carry=anim

ba3hanj3=chuj3
go=anim

rej3
part.hearsay

‘All at once it will grab (the food) and carry (it) away, they say.’

(Line 23, Cuento de águila de Cuquila; 10/6/2014; Crescencio de la Cruz Ramírez
and Wilfrido Cruz Martínez)

The omission of inanimate direct objects also occurs when the gender of the entity is not
known and can not be assigned a clitic pronoun. Such an example occurs in (12), where the
speaker is telling a story about a man who is looking for fresh tortillas that were secretly
made for him by his dog.

(12) Ni2
And

na3-k-a3hnaj3=sij3
iter-perf-spy=3m

na3-k-a3hnaj3=sij3
iter-perf-spy=3m

sa3ni2,
but,

nga1
and

toj13
little

nun3

neg
ki2-ni2hin3=sij3
pot-see=3m

ni2
and

‘And he spied and he spied, but he never saw them (the mysterious tortilla maker).’

(Line 33, Cuento del hombre y perro; 6/15/2015; Concepción Martínez Cruz and
Nieves López Guzmán)

4 Constructions with more than two arguments

Itunyoso Triqui marks both recipients and benefactives as oblique arguments, without ex-
ception. Recipients/addressees in verbs like ‘give’, ‘say/tell’, and ‘send’ are all marked with
the relational noun rian32 ‘face’, whereas benefactives are usually marked with the word
kwe4nta43 (from Sp. cuenta, ‘on account of’). Though, this latter word has a much more
general use as a preposition indicating purpose or topic, e.g. ‘They spoke about money.’
Examples of three-place predicates with recipients are shown in (13 - 15). It is of note that
Itunyoso Triqui has two verbs for ‘give’ - ri4ki43 and oh3. The former is used only with
recipients that are speech act participants (the 1s, 2s, 1p clitics) while the latter requires
that recipients be non-speech act participants (any 3rd person).

(13) Be4
top

ta3
this

bin3

be
si3
comp

ri4ki43=sij3
give=3m

rian32=neh4

face=1p.incl
‘This is what they give us.’

(Line 71, El Partido Morena; 06/9/2015; Carmen López González and Nieves López
Guzmán)
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(27) Recipient marking (lit. to all of us) 
 

 

 
(28) Benefactive marking 
 

 
(29) Some verbs take nga¹ 'with.' 
 
 K-a³hmin³²=sij³ nga¹=unj³ 
 PERF-speak=3M with=3F 
 'He spoke with her.' 
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(14) “K-a2ko2
pot-cry

nu1kwej1=unj4
both=1p.excl

k-a2ko2=unj4
pot-cry=1p.excl

roh4

be.similar
si3
comp

ki2-hyaj3=unj4
pot-do=1p.excl

rian32=unj3
face=3f

oj1”
part.command,

a3taj2=sij3
say=3m

rian32

face
lo3ti3
vulture

ta3
this

ni2
and

“ ‘Let’s both cry and cry just like we would do to her.’ they said to that vulture.”

(Line 65, El cuento del sol y luna; 07/2/2013; Rosa Martínez Santiago)

(15) Yyaj13
When

ni2
and

ki3-ni3hin3

perf-know
ta3hnin32

poss’d.child
sto32=nej3
masculine=3p

nej3
also

ta3hnin32

poss’d.child
cha1na1=nej3
feminine=3p

nej3
also

cchej5=nej3=sij3
walk=pl=3m

norte
north

man3

there
ni2
then

n-a3hninj5=nej3=sij3
iter-send=pl=3m

toj3
some

sa3hanj2
money

rian32=nej3
face=3p

ni2
and

rih3=nej3
get=3p.

‘When their boys and their girls learned to walk to the north there, they sent them
a little bit of money again and they received (it).

(Line 134; Cómo vivieron antes; 06/09/2015; Carmen López González and Nieves
López Guzmán)

In example (13), rian32 is marking the recipient of ‘give’ and in example (15), it is marking
the addressee of the verb ‘send.’ In example (14), there are two recipients marked within the
sentence. The first is marking the recipient (or targeted witness) of the crying action and
the second is marking the addressee of the speech event.

The word kwe4nta43 is used for marking benefactives or purposes, including purposive
phrases. An example is provided in (16) where the relation between the subject and bene-
factive is reciprocal, i.e. ‘we will speak for ourselves.’ In Example (17), we observe a typical
benefactive use. Note that the tone in the word changes here due to low tone spreading from
the 2s clitic (see chapter on person/clitic morphophonology).

(16) Sa3ni2
But

yunh1,
1p.obj,

ni2
and

k-a2hminh2

pot-speak.1p
kwe4nta43

for/purpose
yunh1

1p.obj
tu3koh4

poss’d.house.1p
‘But us, we will speak for us/ourselves in our (own) houses.’

(Line 190, El Partido Morena; 06/9/2015; Carmen López González and Nieves López
Guzmán)

(17) Ki3-ran43

perf-buy.1s
ngo2
one

ra3sun32

thing
kwe4nta1=reh1

for/purpose=2s
‘I bought something for you.’

(14) “K-a2ko2
pot-cry

nu1kwej1=unj4
both=1p.excl

k-a2ko2=unj4
pot-cry=1p.excl

roh4

be.similar
si3
comp

ki2-hyaj3=unj4
pot-do=1p.excl

rian32=unj3
face=3f

oj1”
part.command,

a3taj2=sij3
say=3m

rian32

face
lo3ti3
vulture

ta3
this

ni2
and

“ ‘Let’s both cry and cry just like we would do to her.’ they said to that vulture.”

(Line 65, El cuento del sol y luna; 07/2/2013; Rosa Martínez Santiago)
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ni2
and

ki3-ni3hin3
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ta3hnin32
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sto32=nej3
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nej3
also
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cha1na1=nej3
feminine=3p

nej3
also

cchej5=nej3=sij3
walk=pl=3m

norte
north

man3

there
ni2
then

n-a3hninj5=nej3=sij3
iter-send=pl=3m

toj3
some

sa3hanj2
money

rian32=nej3
face=3p

ni2
and

rih3=nej3
get=3p.

‘When their boys and their girls learned to walk to the north there, they sent them
a little bit of money again and they received (it).

(Line 134; Cómo vivieron antes; 06/09/2015; Carmen López González and Nieves
López Guzmán)

In example (13), rian32 is marking the recipient of ‘give’ and in example (15), it is marking
the addressee of the verb ‘send.’ In example (14), there are two recipients marked within the
sentence. The first is marking the recipient (or targeted witness) of the crying action and
the second is marking the addressee of the speech event.

The word kwe4nta43 is used for marking benefactives or purposes, including purposive
phrases. An example is provided in (16) where the relation between the subject and bene-
factive is reciprocal, i.e. ‘we will speak for ourselves.’ In Example (17), we observe a typical
benefactive use. Note that the tone in the word changes here due to low tone spreading from
the 2s clitic (see chapter on person/clitic morphophonology).

(16) Sa3ni2
But

yunh1,
1p.obj,

ni2
and

k-a2hminh2

pot-speak.1p
kwe4nta43

for/purpose
yunh1

1p.obj
tu3koh4

poss’d.house.1p
‘But us, we will speak for us/ourselves in our (own) houses.’

(Line 190, El Partido Morena; 06/9/2015; Carmen López González and Nieves López
Guzmán)

(17) Ki3-ran43

perf-buy.1s
ngo2
one

ra3sun32

thing
kwe4nta1=reh1

for/purpose=2s
‘I bought something for you.’
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5. "Reflexive" pronouns 
(29) Itunyoso Triqui does not have an actual reflexive pronoun. There is a word ma²han³ 'self' 

that is used in contexts where you expect a reflexive, but it is also used for any pronoun 
under focus. 

 
(30) Reflexive/focal pronouns (endoclitics in bold) 
 ma²hanj⁵  'myself'  mu²hunh⁴  'ourselves (dual)' 
 ma²han⁴=reh¹  'yourself'  ma²han³=unj⁴  'ourselves (exclusive)' 
 ma²han³=sij³  'himself'  ma²han³=neh⁴  'ourselves (inclusive)' 
 ma²han³=unj³  'herself' 
 ma²han³=chuj³  'itself (animal)'  .... (and all others are just ma²han³=clitic) 
  
(31) Contexts with a reflexive reading. 

  
 
(32) Contexts with contrastive focus on the pronoun (note fronting of focused constituent) 
 

 

5 “Reflexive” pronouns

Itunyoso Triqui does not have a true reflexive pronoun as the form used with reflexives
has a range of non-reflexive uses. The word for ‘self’ is ma2han3 and, to form a reflexive-
like structure, any of the set of clitic pronouns may be attached, e.g. ma2hanj5 ‘myself’,
ma2han4=reh1 ‘yourself’, ma2han3=sij3 ‘himself’, ma2han3=unj3 ‘herself’, ma2han3=chuj3
‘itself (animal)’, etc. In reflexive constructions, these cliticized pronouns appear as the
direct object, as we observe in examples (18a - 18c).

(18) a. K-oh3=sij3
perf-hit=3m

ma2han3=sij3
self=3m

‘He hit himself.’
b. Ni4hya43

see.1s
ma2hanj5
self.1s

‘I see myself.’
c. K-a3na2han2

perf-hug
Li4nan43

Marcelina
ma2han3=unj3
self=3f

‘Marcelina hugged herself.’

The same cliticized forms are used when speakers wish to place subject pronouns under
focus. Thus, the process of cliticizing the word for ‘self’ is not restricted to contexts with
a reflexive reading. Examples (19a) - (19c) demonstrate the use of the same word for ‘self’
in non-reflexive contexts. In these examples, the same cliticized form that we observe with
reflexive contexts is used to mark contrastive focus on the pronoun. This focused pronoun
can occur either pre-verbally (the common position of focus) or post-verbally, as we see in
(19c).

(19) a. Se4
neg.exist

ma2hanj5
self.1s

ki3-ranj3,
perf-buy,

Jwan43

Juan
ki3-ranj3
perf-buy

chu3che32
chicken

‘It wasn’t me who bought (it), Juan bought the chicken.’
b. Se4

neg.exist
ma2hanj5
self.1s

kwej3
perf.jump

rian32

face
chi3nga4,
fence,

ma2han4=reh1

self=2s
kwej3
perf.jump

rian32

face
chi3nga4
fence

‘It wasn’t me who jumped over the fence, you jumped over the fence.’
c. “Tinj5

Quietly
ka2-ne4=reh1

pot-sit=2s
si2
because

k-a2hmin2

pot-speak
ma2hanj5
self.1s

oj3.
part.command.

Si2
Because

ma2hanj5
self.1s

k-a2hmin2

pot-speak
nga1=sij3
with=3m

aj5”
part.tag,

a3taj2=sij3
say=3m

ni2.
and.

‘ “Sit quietly because I will speak. Because I will speak with him, eh?”, he says.’

(Line 126, Derechos de mujeres triquis; 06/9/2015; Carmen López González
and Nieves López Guzmán)

Lastly, ma2han3 ‘self’ has an additional meaning of ‘same’, much in the way that the
Spanish word mismo is used both as a reflexive and as a demonstrative. In example (20),

5 “Reflexive” pronouns

Itunyoso Triqui does not have a true reflexive pronoun as the form used with reflexives
has a range of non-reflexive uses. The word for ‘self’ is ma2han3 and, to form a reflexive-
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self=3m

‘He hit himself.’
b. Ni4hya43

see.1s
ma2hanj5
self.1s

‘I see myself.’
c. K-a3na2han2

perf-hug
Li4nan43

Marcelina
ma2han3=unj3
self=3f

‘Marcelina hugged herself.’

The same cliticized forms are used when speakers wish to place subject pronouns under
focus. Thus, the process of cliticizing the word for ‘self’ is not restricted to contexts with
a reflexive reading. Examples (19a) - (19c) demonstrate the use of the same word for ‘self’
in non-reflexive contexts. In these examples, the same cliticized form that we observe with
reflexive contexts is used to mark contrastive focus on the pronoun. This focused pronoun
can occur either pre-verbally (the common position of focus) or post-verbally, as we see in
(19c).

(19) a. Se4
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ma2hanj5
self.1s

ki3-ranj3,
perf-buy,
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ki3-ranj3
perf-buy

chu3che32
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‘It wasn’t me who bought (it), Juan bought the chicken.’
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kwej3
perf.jump

rian32

face
chi3nga4,
fence,

ma2han4=reh1

self=2s
kwej3
perf.jump

rian32

face
chi3nga4
fence

‘It wasn’t me who jumped over the fence, you jumped over the fence.’
c. “Tinj5

Quietly
ka2-ne4=reh1

pot-sit=2s
si2
because

k-a2hmin2

pot-speak
ma2hanj5
self.1s

oj3.
part.command.

Si2
Because

ma2hanj5
self.1s

k-a2hmin2

pot-speak
nga1=sij3
with=3m

aj5”
part.tag,

a3taj2=sij3
say=3m

ni2.
and.

‘ “Sit quietly because I will speak. Because I will speak with him, eh?”, he says.’

(Line 126, Derechos de mujeres triquis; 06/9/2015; Carmen López González
and Nieves López Guzmán)

Lastly, ma2han3 ‘self’ has an additional meaning of ‘same’, much in the way that the
Spanish word mismo is used both as a reflexive and as a demonstrative. In example (20),
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(33) Meaning "same" 
 

 
 
(34) So, rather than interpret ma²han³ as a reflexive marker of sorts, it seems fairer to analyze 

it as a word that foregrounds a referent in discourse, e.g. English "I, myself believe this." 
 
6. Locative adjuncts 
 
(35) Large, geographic locations (cities, towns, hillsides) do not require prepositions or 

relational nouns in Triqui, while smaller places (houses, cars, town squares) do. 
 

  
 
(36) Locative phrases usually follow all arguments in the Triqui clause. 
 

  
 
 

we observe this use as a demonstrative. Given the range of uses of ma2han3, it seems clear
that it is not strictly a reflexive pronoun, but something which is more generally used to
foreground the referent in discourse.1

(20) Ka3hanj2
perf.go

ma2han3=chuj3
same=anim

nan2

dir
yu3be32.
then.

Ka3hanj2
perf.go

ma2han3=chuj3
same=anim

ku3-naj4=chuj3.
perf-stay=anim
‘The same animal (as mentioned) went, then. The same animal went and stayed
(there).’

(Line 103, Cuento del arco iris; 06/15/2015; Marcelina Cruz Merino and Nieves
López González)

6 Adjuncts

6.1 Locative phrases
We can distinguish between two types of locative phrases in Itunyoso Triqui: those which
do not require a relational noun or preposition to introduce the location and those which
do. Generally speaking, larger, open locations like ‘the mountainside, the road, the river,
towns, regions, states, etc’ are never introduced with a preposition. In Examples (21a) and
(21b), we observe that the towns of San Martín Itunyoso (lit. ‘our town’) and Tlaxiaco are
introduced without a preposition. The same pattern is observed with motion verbs as well,
as we see in Example (21c). For houses and buildings, a preposition is optional, but for
smaller enclosures like a car or a box, it is required. In Examples (21d) and (21e), both
‘house’ and ‘car’ are produced with a preposition meaning ‘inside’ or ‘insides.of’ (see the
chapter on parts of speech), though in our earlier example in (16), note that ‘house’ has no
preposition.

(21) a. Chaj4
perf.eat.1s

ne3nij1
ground.bean

chi3yunh4

town.1p
‘I ate ground beans in San Martín Itunyoso.’

b. Ku3-tu4hbej4
perf-sell.1s

cha3taj3
bird

ni3kyanj5
Tlaxiaco

‘I sold birds in Tlaxiaco.’

c. Ka3hanj2=sij3
perf.go=3m

kkij3
mountainside

‘He went to the mountainside.’

1Incidentally, Triqui speakers often use the cliticized form of ma2han3 when translating Spanish sentences
which contain an overt subject pronoun, e.g. Yo compré unas tortillas - Ma2hanj5 ki3ranj3 ngo2 cchra3.
Specific tonal changes on the verb stem that normally are associated with cliticization do not appear when
overt subject pronouns like these are used.

we observe this use as a demonstrative. Given the range of uses of ma2han3, it seems clear
that it is not strictly a reflexive pronoun, but something which is more generally used to
foreground the referent in discourse.1

(20) Ka3hanj2
perf.go

ma2han3=chuj3
same=anim

nan2

dir
yu3be32.
then.

Ka3hanj2
perf.go

ma2han3=chuj3
same=anim

ku3-naj4=chuj3.
perf-stay=anim
‘The same animal (as mentioned) went, then. The same animal went and stayed
(there).’

(Line 103, Cuento del arco iris; 06/15/2015; Marcelina Cruz Merino and Nieves
López González)

6 Adjuncts

6.1 Locative phrases
We can distinguish between two types of locative phrases in Itunyoso Triqui: those which
do not require a relational noun or preposition to introduce the location and those which
do. Generally speaking, larger, open locations like ‘the mountainside, the road, the river,
towns, regions, states, etc’ are never introduced with a preposition. In Examples (21a) and
(21b), we observe that the towns of San Martín Itunyoso (lit. ‘our town’) and Tlaxiaco are
introduced without a preposition. The same pattern is observed with motion verbs as well,
as we see in Example (21c). For houses and buildings, a preposition is optional, but for
smaller enclosures like a car or a box, it is required. In Examples (21d) and (21e), both
‘house’ and ‘car’ are produced with a preposition meaning ‘inside’ or ‘insides.of’ (see the
chapter on parts of speech), though in our earlier example in (16), note that ‘house’ has no
preposition.

(21) a. Chaj4
perf.eat.1s

ne3nij1
ground.bean

chi3yunh4

town.1p
‘I ate ground beans in San Martín Itunyoso.’

b. Ku3-tu4hbej4
perf-sell.1s

cha3taj3
bird

ni3kyanj5
Tlaxiaco

‘I sold birds in Tlaxiaco.’

c. Ka3hanj2=sij3
perf.go=3m

kkij3
mountainside

‘He went to the mountainside.’

1Incidentally, Triqui speakers often use the cliticized form of ma2han3 when translating Spanish sentences
which contain an overt subject pronoun, e.g. Yo compré unas tortillas - Ma2hanj5 ki3ranj3 ngo2 cchra3.
Specific tonal changes on the verb stem that normally are associated with cliticization do not appear when
overt subject pronouns like these are used.

d. Cha43
perf.eat

cha3kaj5
pig

cha3tan3

pineapple
chu4ba43
inside

tu3kwa4=chuj3
poss’d.house=anim

‘The pig ate the pineapple in its house.’

e. Be4
top

sun32

work
k-a2ra3
pot-fill

ta3hninj5
poss’d.child

kkoj3
plant

cha3tan3

pineapple
chu4ba43
inside

ka3min43

car
‘It is the work of filling/stuffing pineapple plant shoots in the vehicle.’

(Line 36; Testimonio de ir a Veracruz para cosechar piña; 06/09/2015; Marcelino
Hernández Pérez and Wilfrido Cruz Martínez)

For expressions which locate an entity relative to another object, e.g. ‘on the table’,
‘under the blanket’, ‘in the oven’; a preposition is always required in Itunyoso Triqui. As
discussed in the parts of speech chapter, such locations are marked by either a body-part
locative (a relational noun) or prepositions that unambiguously have no nominal interpre-
tation. While the part of speech of these markers is debatable (as discussed previously), we
can generalize their function as prepositions here – they usually function identically in terms
of constituency and word order.

(22) a. Ttaj5
Be.on.top

ba4su43

glass
rian32

face
me4sa43
table

‘The glass is on top of the table.’

b. Nne3
Be.sitting

ba4su43

glass
ri3ki3
stomach

me4sa43
table

‘The glass is sitting under the table.’

c. K-a4chinj4
perf-pass.1s

ru3ku4

behind
beh3

house
‘I passed behind the house.’

d. Ka3hanj2=sij3
perf.go=3m

che3cheh2

outside.of
chi3yunh4

town.1p
‘He went outside of our town.’ ∼ ‘He went away from our town.’

In Examples (22a) - (22d), we observe locative phrases consisting of a locative marker
alongside the destination/location. Whereas the examples in (22a - 22b) contain body-part
locatives, the examples in (22c - 22d) contain a non-nominal preposition.

6.1.1 Exceptional pre-verbal order in locative phrases
As we observe above, locative phrases typically follow objects or addressees in the VSO order
of Itunyoso Triqui clauses. However, just like noun phrases, locatives may be placed pre-
verbally when under narrow focus. Examples (23a - 23c) illustrate the pattern of pre-verbal
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(37) As mentioned in our discussion on parts of speech, motion verbs require a 
prepositional/locative phrase to be included. 

  

  
 
(38) Locative phrases are pre-verbal when they are under focus, just as we observe with noun 

phrases. 
 

 
 

d. Cha43
perf.eat

cha3kaj5
pig

cha3tan3

pineapple
chu4ba43
inside

tu3kwa4=chuj3
poss’d.house=anim

‘The pig ate the pineapple in its house.’

e. Be4
top

sun32

work
k-a2ra3
pot-fill

ta3hninj5
poss’d.child

kkoj3
plant

cha3tan3

pineapple
chu4ba43
inside

ka3min43

car
‘It is the work of filling/stuffing pineapple plant shoots in the vehicle.’

(Line 36; Testimonio de ir a Veracruz para cosechar piña; 06/09/2015; Marcelino
Hernández Pérez and Wilfrido Cruz Martínez)

For expressions which locate an entity relative to another object, e.g. ‘on the table’,
‘under the blanket’, ‘in the oven’; a preposition is always required in Itunyoso Triqui. As
discussed in the parts of speech chapter, such locations are marked by either a body-part
locative (a relational noun) or prepositions that unambiguously have no nominal interpre-
tation. While the part of speech of these markers is debatable (as discussed previously), we
can generalize their function as prepositions here – they usually function identically in terms
of constituency and word order.

(22) a. Ttaj5
Be.on.top

ba4su43

glass
rian32

face
me4sa43
table

‘The glass is on top of the table.’

b. Nne3
Be.sitting

ba4su43

glass
ri3ki3
stomach

me4sa43
table

‘The glass is sitting under the table.’

c. K-a4chinj4
perf-pass.1s

ru3ku4

behind
beh3

house
‘I passed behind the house.’

d. Ka3hanj2=sij3
perf.go=3m

che3cheh2

outside.of
chi3yunh4

town.1p
‘He went outside of our town.’ ∼ ‘He went away from our town.’

In Examples (22a) - (22d), we observe locative phrases consisting of a locative marker
alongside the destination/location. Whereas the examples in (22a - 22b) contain body-part
locatives, the examples in (22c - 22d) contain a non-nominal preposition.

6.1.1 Exceptional pre-verbal order in locative phrases
As we observe above, locative phrases typically follow objects or addressees in the VSO order
of Itunyoso Triqui clauses. However, just like noun phrases, locatives may be placed pre-
verbally when under narrow focus. Examples (23a - 23c) illustrate the pattern of pre-verbal

locative phrase fronting in the context of narrow focus. In example (23b) the pattern of
locative phrase fronting is used alongside the rhetorical polar question particle as a way to
emphasize that the politician (López Obrador) travelled into the Triqui region to visit the
community. It is the location that is highlit here via the strategy of fronting.

(23) a. Chu4ba43
Inside.of

chu3manh3

residence
chi3yanj5=neh4

town=1p.incl
roh4

seem
ba32
exist

be4
top

ta3
this

bin3.
be.equative

‘It seems like this is inside of our town.’ ∼ ‘Inside of our town, it seems like this is.’

(Line 164; Cómo vivieron antes; 06/09/2015; Carmen López González and Nieves
López Guzmán)

b. Chu4ba43
Inside.of

chi3yanj5=neh4

town=1p.incl
k-u3chih3=sij3
perf-travel=3m

oj1
part.polar.rhet

‘Did he (López Obrador) travel inside our town?’

(Line 104, El Partido Morena; 06/9/2015; Carmen López González and Nieves
López Guzmán)

c. Ri3ki3
Stomach

a4sij4,
clothing,

ri3ki3
stomach

re3to32
blanket

ngaj23=unj3
be.lying=3f

‘Under clothes, under blankets she is lying.’

(Line 6, Cuento de la señora floja; 06/14/2015; Rosario Guzmán Flores and
Nieves López Guzmán)

In example (23c), the speaker has just begun a folktale and is emphasizing the state in
which the protagonist of the story (a lazy woman) is resting. A strategy of fronting these
locative phrases here appears to jibe with a general strategy of fronting with focus, especially
since multiple locations are given in this sentence. Locative phrases are not otherwise flexible
in their ordering in Triqui sentences.

6.2 Adverbial phrases
Itunyoso Triqui distinguishes among monomorphemic adverbs, adverbial phrases, and clausal
units which behave like adverbial phrases in translation. The chapter on parts of speech
provides an example of the latter, which is repeated in (24).

(24) Ba2
be/exist

ta2haj2
times

a3kin43=sij3
call.1s=3s

‘Sometimes I call him.’ ∼ ‘There are times (that) I call him.’

Adverbs and adverbial phrases often occur in the pre-verbal position. So, clausal units
like those in (24) seem to occur in the same type of position as adverbial phrases encoding
manner or temporal details of the predicate. Examples (25a - 25b) show simpler temporal
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7. Adverbial phrases 
(39) Adverbs and adverbial phrases usually occur in the pre-verbal position. 

  
(40) Some adverbial phrases appear to be small clauses themselves. These still either delimit 

the temporal dynamics of the clause or its manner. 

   
 
(41) Adverbial modifiers may also occur after subjects (before objects). 
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In example (23c), the speaker has just begun a folktale and is emphasizing the state in
which the protagonist of the story (a lazy woman) is resting. A strategy of fronting these
locative phrases here appears to jibe with a general strategy of fronting with focus, especially
since multiple locations are given in this sentence. Locative phrases are not otherwise flexible
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Itunyoso Triqui distinguishes among monomorphemic adverbs, adverbial phrases, and clausal
units which behave like adverbial phrases in translation. The chapter on parts of speech
provides an example of the latter, which is repeated in (24).

(24) Ba2
be/exist

ta2haj2
times

a3kin43=sij3
call.1s=3s

‘Sometimes I call him.’ ∼ ‘There are times (that) I call him.’

Adverbs and adverbial phrases often occur in the pre-verbal position. So, clausal units
like those in (24) seem to occur in the same type of position as adverbial phrases encoding
manner or temporal details of the predicate. Examples (25a - 25b) show simpler temporal

and manner adverbs before the verb phrase. Examples (25c - 25d) show multi-morphemic
adverbial phrases in the same position. In Example (25d), we observe use of the syntactic
compound toj3 raj3, ‘almost’, lit. ‘some is wanting.’

(25) a. Ku3ki3
yesterday

ka3ha32
perf.go.1s

ya3kwej3
Oaxaca

‘Yesterday I went to Oaxaca.’

b. Na2naj2
Quietly

a3hminj1=reh1

speak.2s=2s
‘You are speaking quietly.’

c. Kwe2sa2
Forcibly

ni2hrua43
very

ka1han1

pot.go.1s
nih4

part.polar
‘Am I strongly obliged to go?’

d. Toj3+raj3
Some.nom+want.3top

ki2-na2bih4

pot-finish.1p
‘We are almost finished.’

Adverbial phrases are one of the only phrasal types with relatively free ordering within
the clause. A restricted set of monomorphemic adverb-like particles occurs between the
verb and the subject (or subject clitic), but a wider variety of adverbial phrases may occur
between any of the other arguments or locative phrases within the Triqui clause. Early in
the chapter we referred to this set of adverbs as adverb2. The chapter on parts of speech
provides a deeper discussion of the adverbial particles which may occur between the verb and
the subject (or undergo inflection/cliticization marking subjects). However, two examples
are given in (26a) and (26b). Note that it is now the adverb which is inflected for person in
these examples, rather than the verb.

(26) a. A3hminj3
Speak

re2ngah2

openly.1p
‘We are speaking openly.’

b. Cha43
perf.eat

yun1=sij3
only=3m

‘He only ate (he did nothing else).’

c. Cha43
perf.eat

ke1=sij3
keep=3m

‘He kept eating.’

These adverb-like particles seem to function as modifiers of verbal aspect and scope.
Whereas some may occur in pre-verbal position as well, others (like yun1 ‘only’ and ke1

‘keep’) are obligatorily post-verbal. Moreover, as discussed in the parts of speech chapter,
some of the meanings associated with these particles change when they are used pre-verbally
and post-verbally. As a result, we may consider separating these from adverbial phrases, per
se.

There are two analyses of these constructions in Triqui and the chapter on verbal syntax
delves more deeply into these structures. The first possibility is that these are simply adverbs,
but they fall into a separate semantic class from most other adverbs. The second possibility
is that these reflect verb + adverb compounds. At issue in this analysis is how subjects are
parsed in the grammar. If tonal clitics apply to an adverb, as in (26a), then a syntactic parser
must search on any adverb for subject marking, which is otherwise always post-verbal. If
these are indeed productive compound structures, then we may encode the phrase A3hminj3
re2nga2 ‘to speak openly’ as a single constituent which still is marked for subject on its
right edge. The first possibility creates a more complex set of syntactic rules for parsing
but simplifies the lexicon. The second possibility involves an additional word formation
process (verb + adverb compounds) but the syntactic rule that subjects are always post-
verbal remains unviolated.2 One piece of semantic evidence in favor of the second analysis
is that adverbs which appear between the verb and the subject appear to be undergoing
grammaticalization as verbal aspect modifiers, much in a similar fashion to adverbials in post-
verbal position within Zapotecan languages like San Bartolomé Loxicha Zapotec (Beam de
Azcona and Cruz Santiago, 2022).

Adverbial phrases may additionally occur between the subject and the object, as we
observe in (27a), between a subject and a locative phrase in (27b), and after a locative phrase
in (27c). These examples demonstrate that the placement of adverbs (or more specifically,
adverbs of type adverb1) within the Triqui utterance is fairly free.

(27) a. Be4
top

tu3ku3se43
San.José.Xochixtlán

bin3

be
a3kwaj4=sij3
yell=3m

a1sij1
since

ni2kanh3

early.morning
taj3
this.nom

‘It’s that in San José Xochixtlán they’ve been announcing this since early this
morning.’

(Line 110; Historia de cuatro muertos de San Martín Itunyoso; 06/16/2015;
Crispin Celestino Martínez)

b. Ta4ta43
Father.fam

be3lu3

elder
San.Martín
San.Martín

nan3

here
nne3=sij3
sit=3m

a3kwanh3

now
chru4ba43
inside.of

chi3yunh3

town.1p
nan3

here
‘Our father, the elder San Martín here, sits now inside our town here.’

(Line 38; Historia de San Martín Caballero; 10/10/2014; Marcelino Hernńdez
Bautista)

2I thank Rui Chaves for this analysis.
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(42) Much like other languages, the positioning of adverbs and adverbial phrases is quite 
flexible in Itunyoso Triqui. 
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